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3M 6845-SSP note paper Rectangle Multicolour 45 sheets Self-
adhesive

Brand : 3M Product code: 6845-SSP

Product name : 6845-SSP

Meeting Notes 6845-SSP 4-Pack, green, pink, orange, yellow, 200 x 149 mm, 45

3M 6845-SSP note paper Rectangle Multicolour 45 sheets Self-adhesive:

When everyone needs to see what's on the table, stick it on the wall. Post-it® Meeting Notes are super
sticky, large size Post-it® Notes that are ideal when you're working in a group and need to keep track of
what's happening.
3M 6845-SSP. Form factor: Rectangle, Product colour: Multicolour, Material: Paper. Width: 203 mm,
Depth: 152 mm. Number of sheets per pad: 45 sheets

Features

Form factor * Rectangle
Product colour * Multicolour
Self-adhesive *
Material Paper

Weight & dimensions

Width * 203 mm
Depth * 152 mm

Packaging data

Number of sheets per pad * 45 sheets
Number of pads per pack * 4
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